
 
  

Art & Design Curriculum 

Overview Year 5 

Digital Media: Creating a Portfolio 
Children will begin their art journey this year creating a portfolio using Dazzling Digital Media! They will be building 
on and adding to their existing knowledge and skills from year2. Our children will use a range of digital software to 
create and recreate a variety of paintings. They will explore and investigate the work of David Hockney and how IPads 

can be used to create art! There will be links in this art unit to Animal Rights from PHSCE and their first-hand 
experiences from visiting landscapes in Geography! Children will develop their knowledge and understanding of what a 
portfolio is. They will experience different digital apps and investigate sketching, brushstrokes, background washes - all 
on the IPad! Moving on to using cameras: the children will create montages, investigate camera angles, light, layers, 

textures, blurred lines and edges exploring these effects. With this knowledge, taking inspiration from their learning, the 
children will create their very own digital portfolio. This will demonstrate their uses of software and cameras to create 

images and artwork that portrays their perspective, their creativity, their developed skills and growing knowledge.   

What a performance! Creating Masks 
In this unit, children will explore and investigate a range of 

Magnificent Magical Masks and Creative Captivating Costumes 
worn throughout different time periods and cultures, including 

theatre costume and their purposes.  
Children will explore different masks from Greece, Africa, Japan, 

Mexico, China, Inuit, Iroquois and Mardi Gras.   
Taking inspiration from the artistic style and work of mask and 
costume designers from all over the world, children will use their 
developed knowledge, skill and technique to design their own mask 

using a variety of textures, fabrics and materials. Our aim is their 
masks should show artistic and personal perspective, creativity, 

developed skill and authenticity!   
 
 

 

A study of Perspective 
Children will explore rural and urban 

landscapes as well as seascapes developing 
their existing art skills and using grid 

systems to help structure the image, with a 
focus on perspective. They will explore local 
landscapes of Sedgley, Beacon Hills and The 
Black Country and then they will investigate 
landscapes created by different artists such 

as: Constable, Gainsborough, Hockney, 
Turner, Heron just to name a few!  

Children will record their observations 
through drawing, sketching, painting and 
photography. This unit will link to RE as 
children investigate Buddhist seascapes. 

Using a range of media children will create 
their own landscape and seascape.   




